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Abstract
Contemplative psychological traits (e.g., mindfulness and self-compassion) have
become a popular area of research in recent years, often in the context of their
influence on stress (Creswell & Lindsay, 2014). One promising subset of contemplative
science research demonstrates that higher levels of contemplative traits are associated
with decreased physiological stress reactivity during psychosocial stress induction. This
is important due to the negative health outcomes that are associated with persistently
heightened stress reactivity. Research investigating self-compassion has demonstrated
that higher levels of trait self-compassion are associated with lower levels of stress
reactivity (Breines et al., 2015; Luo et al., 2018). Currently, this area of research is
limited to stress induction studies, which can be costly and time-consuming. A crosssectional self-report measure of stress reactivity, the Perceived Stress Reactivity Scale
(PSRS; Schlotz et al., 2013) was recently developed and validated, but it has not yet
been examined in relation to trait self-compassion. To evaluate whether selfcompassion may be an intervention target to buffer against stress reactivity, it would be
helpful to establish how it is related to the PSRS. Thus, this study investigated whether
trait levels of self-compassion significantly account for variance in a regression model
with self-reported stress reactivity as the dependent variable, while controlling for state
stress levels. It also investigated whether self-compassion moderates the relation
between state stress and self-reported stress reactivity. Planned post-hoc analyses
were conducted to examine these same analyses with each specific subscale of the
PSRS (i.e., Prolonged Reactivity, Reactivity to Work Overload, Reactivity to Social
Evaluation, Reactivity to Social Conflict, and Reactivity to Failure). Results indicate that

self-compassion significantly accounted for variance in total stress reactivity while
controlling for state stress, but it did not moderate the relation between state stress and
total stress reactivity. Post-hoc analyses demonstrated that self-compassion
significantly accounted for variance in stress reactivity measured via each specific
subscale while controlling for state stress. When the Reactivity to Social Evaluation
subscale score was the dependent variable, self-compassion accounted for more
variance than any other subscale. Further, the post-hoc moderation analyses were only
significant for self-compassion moderating the relation between state stress and
Reactivity to Social Evaluation, indicating that self-compassion may confer unique
stress-buffering properties during social-evaluative situations (e.g., job interviews).
Limitations of this study included having a well-educated, upper middle class sample
population, the inability to determine causality from a cross-sectional design.
Recommendations for future research included examining self-compassion intervention
effects on self-reported stress reactivity and investigating the ability of self-compassion
to protect against job stress or academic stress by buffering against social-evaluative
stress reactivity.
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1
The Influence of Self-Compassion on Perceived Stress Reactivity
Excessive stress is a public health concern in contemporary society.
Evolutionarily, the stress response developed as an adaptive acute mechanism to
activate survival instincts in early humans (e.g., running from a predator). In modern life,
the stressors that humans face are often chronically activated by one’s own thoughts or
an imagined situation, rather than being activated by infrequent life-or-death situations.
However, the human body physiologically responds the same way to a mental stress as
it would to an external threat (Kirschbaum et al., 1993).
When facing any type of stressor, several different bodily systems are activated.
The physiological stress response begins with the perception of a threat. This
perception triggers a cascade of reactions in the physiological pathway known as the
sympathetic-adrenal-medullary (SAM) system. The SAM system is responsible for what
is commonly known as our “fight or flight” response. Once the SAM system is triggered,
the hypothalamus activates the sympathetic branches of the nervous system known as
the autonomic nervous system (ANS). The sympathetic ANS activation leads to
secretion of adrenaline and noradrenaline, which are responsible for the bodily
reactions that accompany the “fight or flight” response, including increased heart rate
and blood pressure. This response is considered our fast-acting stress response, and it
is activated in the presence of acute stressors. Conversely, the hypothalamic pituitary
adrenal (HPA) axis response to stress is considered our slower response, and it is
activated by chronic stressors. The HPA axis is the portion of our stress response that is
responsible for secreting cortisol and other hormones indicative of elevated stress
(Goldstein, 2010).
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Repeatedly responding to varied psychological phenomena (e.g., thoughts, fears,
ruminations) with cognitive and physiological stress responses can lead to a host of
negative physical and psychological problems. For instance, excessive stress is
implicated in the development of cardiovascular disease, upper respiratory diseases,
and bodily inflammation (Dimsdale, 2008; Schneiderman et al., 2005). Additionally,
psychological well-being is negatively impact by stress, which has been implicated in
the development of depression, anxiety, and substance use disorders (Schneiderman et
al., 2005). Research has also shown that stress responses in early life are predictive of
negative health outcomes later in life (Garfin et al., 2018). An individual’s habitual
response to stress is important in predicting physical and psychological health
outcomes, and much of the contemporary stress research is attempting to understand
individual differences in patterns of stress reactivity, and how these patterns may be
altered with psychosocial interventions.
Stress Reactivity
Stress reactivity is a person’s tendency to respond to stressors and can be
measured via physiology, behavior, self-report, and/or cognitive functioning (Schlotz,
2013). Research has demonstrated that abnormal stress reactivity responses to acute
stressors are associated with psychopathology and loneliness (Zorn et al., 2017; Brown
et al., 2018). Stress reactivity has also been implicated in the development of
cardiovascular disease (Chida & Steptoe, 2010; Lovallo, 2005; Sherwood & Turner,
1995).
While excessive stress reactivity is understood as a factor that leads to poor
mental and physical health, antecedent factors such as an individual’s state stress level
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prior to stressful event exposure can influence stress reactivity. State stress is the
immediate experience of stress that an individual experiences in the present moment
and it is considered to be transient and temporary (as oppose to trait stress, which is
considered a more consistent and durable experience of stress that does not change
over time). Evidence supports that state stress prior to the stress induction may
influence stress response on any given day. Pointer et al. (2012) demonstrated that
state stress levels measured via the State Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI; Spielberger,
1983) were significantly correlated with markers of stress reactivity including systolic
blood pressure reactivity (r = 0.37, p < 0.05), diastolic blood pressure reactivity (r = 0.40,
p < 0.01) and heart rate reactivity (r = 0.37, p < 0.01). Thus, it is to control for potentially
confounding variables such as state stress when measuring stress reactivity.
Because stress reactivity encompasses several domains (i.e., physiology,
behavior, self-report, and cognitive function), it can be measured in a variety of different
ways. A common way that studies measure stress reactivity is to implement a stress
induction task and measure change in stress from baseline to the height of stress
induction. The most widely used and validated stress induction task is the Trier Social
Stress Test (TSST; Kirschbaum et al., 1993). In the original protocol, Kirschbaum et al.
(1993) detailed a three-part task that included a speech preparation portion, a speech
delivery portion, and an arithmetic portion. Participants are brought into a room with a
one-way mirror and seated before two research assistants posing as confederates in
white lab coats. They are told to prepare for a speech in which they discuss why they
are the perfect candidate for their ideal job. Participants then complete the speech
portion and immediately after are told to count backwards from 1024 by 13. Throughout
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the entire experiment, confederates are instructed to maintain neutral affect, regardless
of what the participant says or does (Birkett, 2011; Kirschbaum et al., 1993). The
original protocol effectively induces stress via components of social evaluation and the
unpredictability of the confederates’ response to the subject’s performance (Dickerson &
Kemeny, 2004). Dickerson and Kemeny (2004) argue that the combination of public
speaking and cognitive components create high levels of social-evaluative threat and
unpredictability, and that these elements in turn lead to a reliable stress response.
Much of the stress reactivity literature examines stress reactivity by measuring
stress before and after a stress induction task such as the TSST. Recently, a self-report
measure of perceived stress reactivity has been developed to examine stress reactivity
during a single time point. The Perceived Stress Reactivity Scale (PSRS; Schlotz et al.,
2011) includes both an total score and five subscale scores: Prolonged Reactivity,
Reactivity to Work Overload, Reactivity to Social Conflict, Reactivity to Failure, and
Reactivity to Social Evaluation. This cross-sectional questionnaire is used to ascertain a
broader stress response than stress induction studies, which usually only measure one
stress-induction time point.
Contemplative Practice
Contemplative practice has become a popular area of research in recent years.
Though terminology in the field of contemplative science is often in flux, one broad
definition is that contemplative practices are those that target the metacognitive selfregulatory capacity of the mind (Dorjee, 2016). Contemplative practice is an umbrella
term that includes a host of varying types of practice, including mindfulness, yoga, and
self-compassion. In the literature, contemplative practice is most often studied in the
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context of mindfulness interventions. Mindfulness is often defined as “paying attention,
on purpose, in the present moment, and nonjudgmentally to the unfolding of experience
moment by moment” (Kabat-Zinn, 1990, p. 145), and is usually practiced during formal
sitting meditation. Due to the influx of mindfulness research in the past decade, much is
known about mindfulness practice, its purported effects, and the theoretical
underpinnings by which it is effective.
Two main types of mindfulness practice are focused attention and open
monitoring practice. In focused attention practice, the practitioner sustains attention on a
chosen object (e.g., the feeling of the breath), and continues to bring attention back to
the object after noticing the attention has wandered. In open monitoring practice, the
practitioner aims to be aware of current experience as it unfolds moment by moment
rather than focusing on any one thing (Lutz et al., 2008). Mindfulness skills, (i.e., the
ability to pay attention in these particular ways) are taught as foundational skills before
many of the other types of contemplative practices. In research, mindfulness is studied
in a secular context, but the ancient historical roots of these practices can be found in
several eastern religions, including Buddhism. Recently, following the path of the
secular adaptation of mindfulness practices, other contemplative practices have been
secularly adapted for intervention research, including practices associated with mindful
movement (e.g., yoga) and feeling cultivation (e.g., compassion, sympathetic joy). It is
worth noting that these various practices in and of themselves are secular in nature,
however the traditions they come from are non-secular. As a parallel example, the act of
fasting is in and of itself secular; however, fasting as a practice is a part of many world
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religious traditions and rituals. Similarly, mindfulness and feeling cultivation activities are
also practices that are independent from their religious roots.
One area of contemplative practice that has very recently begun to be studied by
Western scientists involves practices to cultivate specific positive emotional qualities.
Eastern non-secular (i.e., Buddhism) accounts of feeling cultivation practices
encompass four main types: 1) loving-kindness, 2) compassion, 3) sympathetic joy, and
4) equanimity. Modern research on these feeling cultivation practices typically
implement either loving-kindness and/or compassion practice targeting self and others.
Loving-kindness is described as the genuine wish for oneself and others to be happy
and to flourish, while compassion is generally described as the ability to feel one’s own
suffering or the suffering of another, paired with the desire to relieve that suffering.
Often in the literature, loving-kindness and compassion-based practices are grouped
together, and the terms are (erroneously) used interchangeably and conflated (Hofmann
et al., 2011). This may be due to the similarity of these practices both explicitly
cultivating the feeling of wishing for happiness for the self and others. The distinction,
however, is that compassion practices acknowledge suffering that the practitioner
wishes to relieve through action, whereas loving-kindness practices are more generally
focused on wishing for health, safety, and happiness. The acknowledgement of
suffering in compassion practice requires the ability to sit with the discomfort of that
suffering without being overwhelmed by it or wanting to turn away from it. With lovingkindness, the feeling cultivation is generally positive, and there is no need to sit with
uncomfortable feelings during this practice.
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To illustrate the differences between compassion and loving-kindness practices,
one might consider two scenarios. In the first, one might envision seeing a loved one
during an ordinary daily activity and have the feeling that they wish for their loved one to
be happy in life (loving-kindness). In another instance, one might envision a loved one
in a moment of suffering (e.g., crying and in pain), and both recognize the suffering and
wish to relieve it so that their loved one may be happy (compassion). As these
scenarios illustrate, compassion and loving-kindness are very similar conceptually and
in practice; both involve care for another person and a wish for their happiness. The
distinction is that loving-kindness practice is a general well-wish for happiness of
someone, whereas compassion practice is a specific well-wish for happiness of
someone during a time of suffering. Compassion practice was chosen for this current
investigation (rather than loving-kindness) as being under stress can be conceptualized
as a form of suffering, for which compassion seems to be more well-suited
contemplative practice.
Another concept that is often conflated with compassion is empathy. Empathy is
a construct that has been developed and studied extensively, and has gathered a
variety of definitions in the process (Cuff et al., 2016). Most definitions of empathy
involve having an understanding of the emotional state of another person, and being
able to feel what another is feeling. Conceptualizations of compassion typically include
aspects of being able to understand and resonate with the emotional state of others, but
it goes beyond this and also includes a motivation to want to end suffering (Singer &
Klimecki, 2014). In this way, compassion can be considered a combination of empathy
with the intention to act to relieve suffering.
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The final two feeling cultivation practices are related to positive emotional
experiences, rather than suffering. These practices are sympathetic joy and equanimity
and they are less well-known and not as often studied in the intervention literature (but
see Zeng et al., 2017 for a review). Briefly, sympathetic joy is a practice of cultivating
happiness in seeing another person’s joy, whether or not the practitioner had anything
to do with or gain from the other’s joy. Equanimity is a practice of cultivating balance
and even-mindedness (Desbordes et al., 2015). There is some preliminary evidence
that different feeling cultivation practices have differential effects (Kok & Singer, 2017),
which provides an interesting future direction for the research. However, for the scope
of this document, the focus will be on compassion-based practices, and in particular,
cultivating these feelings toward the self (i.e., self-compassion).
Self-Compassion
Much of the research in feeling cultivation practices have focused specifically on
the cultivation of self-compassion. Neff (2003a) has defined self-compassion as being
comprised of three interrelated constituent sub-components: 1) self-kindness, 2)
common humanity, and 3) mindfulness. Self-kindness can be understood as being kind
and understanding towards oneself when faced with difficulty. Common humanity can
be understood as realizing that such difficulties are experienced universally as part of
the human condition. Mindfulness in the context of self-compassion can be understood
as being able to sit with one’s difficult feelings without pushing them away nor over
identifying with them (Neff, 2003a).
It is important to distinguish self-compassion from related but distinct concepts in
order to understand the important aspects of self-compassion that confer positive health
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benefits. Importantly, self-compassion is different from self-esteem, though they are
moderately correlated (Neff, 2003b). Self-esteem previously gained traction in
psychology research as an important health-promoting trait (Pyszczynski et al., 2004).
However, researchers soon learned that self-esteem is not necessarily a beacon of
good mental health, and in fact, has many drawbacks as well, particularly when it is
associated with narcissistic traits (Baumeister et al., 2003; Neff & Vonk, 2009). A major
difference between self-compassion and self-esteem is the component of common
humanity. Common humanity is the ability to realized that difficult experiences (i.e.,
suffering) are a part of the human experience that we share with all other people. One
does not have to feel as though they are somehow more or less than anyone else, as is
common with high or low self-esteem. Rather, the practice of self-compassion shows us
how all beings wish to be free from suffering, and that we are not alone in this wish
(Neff, 2003a).
Measurement of Self-Compassion
The most widely implemented measures to assess self-compassion are the 26item Self-Compassion Scale (SCS; Neff, 2003b) and the 12-item Self-Compassion
Scale-Short Form (SCS-SF; Raes et al., 2011) . Both measures consist of six subscales
that include positive and negative elements of self-compassion (i.e., self-compassion
vs. self-judgment, common humanity vs. isolation, and mindfulness vs.
overidentification). Negative subscales are reverse scored, and all subscales are
combined to create an overall self-compassion score.
Using the overall self-compassion score from these scales has recently garnered
criticism in the field. Pfattheicher et al. (2017) psychometrically examined the scale and
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found that the negative subscales (i.e., self-judgment, isolation, and overidentification)
seemed to be redundant with measures of neuroticism (r ≥ 0.85), whereas the positive
subscales (i.e., self-kindness, common humanity, and mindfulness) were not. The
problem with this is that when these items are reverse scored and included in the
overall self-compassion score, this could be artificially inflating the magnitude of
association that self-compassion has with mental health variables; it is well known that
neuroticism is highly associated with mental health (Ormel et al., 2013).
To quantitatively examine whether the negative subscales may be inflating
overall self-compassion scores, Muris and Petrocchi (2017) conducted a meta-analysis
of the associations between self-compassion and mental health variables (e.g., anxiety,
depression). They compared the strength of relations for the positive subscales of the
SCS and the negative subscales of the SCS with mental health variables separately.
Associations between the negative subscales and mental health variables were indeed
larger than associations between the composite positive scale-only self-compassion
score and mental health variables. Thus, authors concluded that using the overall selfcompassion score will result in artificial inflation of associations between selfcompassion and mental health variables, and recommended discarding the negative
subscales in future studies that use the SCS. Researchers in the field that use the SCS
have already begun to adopt the use of a composite of positive subscale scores as an
overall measure of self-compassion (e.g., see Chan et al., 2020). Due to the evidence
that the negative subscales may artificially inflate self-compassion scores, a composite
self-compassion score consisting of the positive subscales was used for this
investigation.
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Benefits of Self-Compassion
Though self-compassion encompasses feelings directed toward the self,
preliminary evidence has demonstrated that this quality may be helpful in buffering
against physical and psychological illness, creating positive social interactions, and
decreasing stress reactivity (MacBeth & Gumley, 2012; Leary et al., 2007; Arch et al.,
2014).
Research investigating self-compassion as a trait variable has shown positive
correlations between higher levels of self-compassion and a variety of physical and
psychological health outcomes. In a meta-analysis examining correlations between selfcompassion and well-being, Zessin et al. (2015) found that self-compassion was
statistically significantly positively correlated with overall well-being, as well as several
different aspects of well-being, including psychological, cognitive, and positive affective
well-being. There is also evidence that self-compassion is a protective factor against
psychological distress and psychopathology. For example, Marsh et al. (2018) metaanalyzed 19 studies of adolescents that included measures of self-compassion and
psychological distress, and found a large effect size for an inverse relation between the
two constructs (r = -0.55, p < 0.001). Additionally, MacBeth and Gumley (2012) found a
large, negative effect size for the relation between self-compassion and symptoms of
psychopathology (r = -0.54, p < 0.001).
Several studies evaluating self-compassion and social anxiety demonstrate that
socially anxious people tend to have low levels of self-compassion (Gill et al., 2018;
Werner et al., 2012). Additionally, having compassion for oneself is associated with less
rumination after social interactions (Blackie & Kocovski, 2018). In a series of studies,
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Leary et al. (2007) demonstrated the positive implications of self-compassion in
interpersonally important situations. In the first study, participants described the most
negative event that had happened in the prior four days and subsequently rated the
valence of their emotions about the event. Higher self-compassion was associated with
lower negative emotions. In the second study, participants were asked about stressful
hypothetical scenarios about failing during an evaluative event (e.g., forgetting their part
while performing on stage). Higher self-compassion in this study was associated with
less catastrophizing and less personalization of the failure. The third study examined
participant’s reactions to a feedback scenario in which they were led to believe that they
were being videotaped and that it would be watched by another participant. They were
told to speak for three minutes about themselves and that they would be evaluated
based on their performance (similar to the TSST). When participants were given neutral
feedback (i.e., scores of 3 to 5 on a 7-point Likert-type scale), those higher in selfcompassion demonstrated buffered emotional reactivity to the neutral feedback
compared to those lower in self-compassion (Leary et al., 2007).
Self-Compassion and Stress Reactivity
A number of studies have demonstrated that self-compassion is a stressbuffering trait when participants high in trait self-compassion are faced with an acute
stressor, such as the TSST. For example, Bluth et al. (2016) demonstrated that -among
a sample of adolescents subjected to the TSST, those higher in self-compassion had
reduced physiological stress responses measured via cortisol, blood pressure, and
heart rate variability relative to those who had lower self-compassion scores. Similarly,
Breines et al. (2015) demonstrated reduced stress reactivity measured via salivary
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alpha-amylase (an indicator of sympathetic activation) to repeated administrations of the
TSST for young adults who were high in self-compassion relative to those who were low
in self-compassion. Previous research from the same authors also demonstrated the
stress buffering effects of self-compassion via decrease stress reactivity measured via
interleukin-6 (an inflammatory biomarker) in participants with higher levels of selfcompassion (Breines et al., 2014).
Recently, Luo et al. (2018) demonstrated that men with higher levels of selfcompassion have higher vagally mediated heart rate variability (an indicator of
parasympathetic activation) and less negative affect after being subjected to the TSST.
Similarly, Ewert et al. (2018) demonstrated that participants higher in self-compassion
felt less perceived stress and shame after completing an arithmetic task similar to the
sequential subtraction task of the TSST. They also demonstrated that higher selfcompassion predicted greater use of positive reframing after the stressor in this study. A
summary of all self-compassion and stress reactivity studies discussed here can be
found in Table 1.
Mounting evidence indicates that high trait levels of self-compassion confer many
protective benefits by buffering against negative health outcomes, psychopathology,
and stress reactivity. However, within the self-compassion stress reactivity literature,
there are several limitations that this study aims to address.
Limitations in the Self-Compassion Stress Reactivity Literature
A notable trend in self-compassion and stress reactivity studies is that all studies
thus far have employed stress induction tasks to measure stress reactivity. Although
these studies are often experimentally designed and methodologically rigorous, they do
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come with several limitations. Such studies only assess a snapshot of stress reactivity
and require resources that are costly and time-consuming. Further, as they are
beholden to taking place in controlled laboratory environments, they are also
susceptible to disruptions in in-person research due to external forces such as the
COVID-19 pandemic. Assessing stress reactivity via a self-report measure can address
many of these limitations.
A cross-sectional self-report measure of stress reactivity (i.e., the PSRS) has
several benefits. Firstly, the measure asks participants how they typically respond in
situations they may have encountered within the past month, whereas stress induction
studies measure stress reactivity during one stressful instance. Individual factors such
as sleep levels, mood, and positive or negative social interactions prior to the stress
induction may influence stress reactivity of any given day. Indeed, it has been
demonstrated that aggregate responses to repeated instances of stress induction are
correlated with more stable participant characteristics (i.e., personality traits); however,
when examining just one instance of stress induction, correlations with stable participant
characteristics were much smaller (Pruessner et al., 1997). Of course, recommending
stress induction studies to aggregate stress reactivity across numerous instances would
increase the time and cost to implement an already resource-intensive procedure. A
cross-sectional measure of stress reactivity that asks participants how they typically
respond may be more indicative of stable levels of stress reactivity without needing
repeated stress induction.
Additionally, the PSRS includes various aspects of stress reactivity with each of
the five subscales, whereas stress induction studies are typically examining one or two
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types of stress reactivity. For example, the TSST is designed as a social evaluative
stressor, which would conceptually correlate to the Reactivity to Social Evaluation and
Reactivity to Failure subscales of the PSRS, but not necessarily correlate to the other
subscales. Indeed, this relation has been empirically demonstrated. Researchers
examined associations between each PSRS subscale with cortisol reactivity to the
TSST in a sample of 66 men; the Reactivity to Social Evaluation and Reactivity to
Failure subscales were statistically significantly correlated with a biomarker for stress
(cortisol reactivity), whereas the other subscales were not correlated (Schlotz,
Hammerfald, et al., 2011).
Further, a study by Jackowska et al. (2018) examined the associations between
an total stress reactivity score from the PSRS and cortisol reactivity to the TSST in a
sample of 120 men. They found no significant association between the total stress
reactivity score and cortisol reactivity. This may indicate that the total score is assessing
stress reactivity more broadly, whereas the cortisol reactivity may just be applicable to
one or two types of stress reactivity (e.g., Reactivity to Social Evaluation and Reactivity
to Failure). Notably, these two studies were in samples of men, so they are not fully
representative of general samples. Thus, further research on the correlation between
self-reported stress reactivity and cortisol reactivity is necessary, but these studies
serve as preliminary evidence that reactivity to specific stressors (e.g., the TSST) may
not capture all types of stress reactivity.
Results from Schlotz, Hammerfald et al. (2011) and Jackowska et al. (2018)
indicate that when research focuses on social-evaluative stress-induction studies, we
are only understanding a limited view of stress reactivity. A broader measure such as
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the PSRS allows us to understand many different types of stress reactivity. This is
important for understanding the mechanisms by which heightened stress leads to
negative health outcomes. While it is generally accepted that stress reactivity is one of
these mechanisms (Chida & Steptoe, 2010; Lovallo, 2005; Sherwood & Turner, 1995),
stress reactivity is often treated as a monolithic concept. When we only measure one
type of stress reactivity, we may be missing information regarding which types of stress
reactivity are operating as mechanisms underlying poor health.
Pragmatic disadvantages also exist for stress induction studies that can be
remedied with a cross-sectional self-report measure. Stress induction tasks such as the
TSST require numerous physical resources (e.g., at least two different rooms, props
such as video cameras), personnel (e.g., at least one experimenter and two
confederates to carry out the task), and time (i.e., 15 minutes for the task itself, plus
ample time prior to the task to acquire baseline stress levels and after to acquire stress
recovery measurements). Many labs may not feasibly be able to carry out such
resource-intensive experiments. Further, even if research labs have been able to
implement such protocols in the past, current disruptions due to the COVID-19
pandemic have interrupted many researchers’ ability to conduct in-person research
indefinitely.
This section describes the limitations of assessing stress reactivity via stress
induction and the practical barriers to implementation of stress-induction studies for
many researchers. Given these issues, this current study fills a gap by examining the
influence of self-compassion on a more stable self-reported measure of stress reactivity,
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and allows for the examination of how self-compassion may be associated with different
types of stress reactivity.
Summary and Aims
Excessive stress reactivity to psychosocial stressors is associated with poor
physical and psychological health outcomes. Individuals higher in self-compassion have
demonstrated reduced physiological and self-reported stress reactivity to psychosocial
stressors during stress-induction studies. However, this protective quality of selfcompassion has not yet been demonstrated with a cross-sectional self-report measure
of stress reactivity that encompasses a variety of stress reactivity types. The purpose of
the proposed study is to cross-sectionally examine the relation between selfcompassion and self-reported stress reactivity, and to understand whether selfcompassion may be more strongly associated with different types of stress reactivity.
Aim 1
Evaluate whether state stress and self-compassion account for variance in total
stress reactivity using the PSRS total score as a dependent outcome. The extant
literature has not yet established this relation with the PSRS.
Aim 2
Evaluate whether self-compassion moderates the relation between state stress
and stress reactivity, with the hypothesis that greater levels of self-compassion will
dampen the effect of state stress on stress reactivity.
Aim 3
Conduct post-hoc analyses examining whether self-compassion is more strongly
associated with different types of stress reactivity using the five PSRS subscale scores
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(i.e., prolonged reactivity, reactivity to work overload, reactivity to social evaluation,
reactivity to failure, and reactivity to social conflict) as dependent outcomes in
regression models. The extant literature has not yet examined how self-compassion is
related to different types of stress reactivity.

Method
Participants
Undergraduate students in an introductory psychology course (n = 160) filled out
online questionnaires for course credit from October 2019 to February 2020; data
collection was completed prior to nationwide university shutdowns due to the COVID-19
pandemic. Five attention check questions (e.g., “For this question, please select as your
answer ‘quite stressful’”) were dispersed throughout the survey. Participants who
answered more than one attention check question incorrectly (n = 15) were removed
prior to analysis. This decision was made to balance the possibility of Type I or Type II
error due to either removing too many participants or not removing enough inattentive
participants (Abbey & Meloy, 2017). This resulted in a sample size of 145 participants.
Chi-squared tests and independent sample non-parametric t-tests revealed that
participants who were removed were not different in terms of gender, year in school,
number of adverse childhood experiences (ACEs; Felitti et al., 1998), or age (ps < 0.05).
The chi-square test for race/ethnicity did not meet the minimum count (i.e., 5 people) for
each cell in the chi-square table. However, when comparing the race/ethnicity
categories for the removed and retained participants, it appears that those that were
removed were overrepresented by Asian participants (i.e., 11 out of the 15 participants
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that were removed identified as Asian). The final sample was over half white (57.2%),
predominantly women (60%), and had a mean age of 19.4 years (SD = 0.98). Additional
sample characteristics, including year in school, household income, and number of
ACEs are displayed in Table 2. Participants were instructed to include their
parent/caregivers’ income if they were predominantly supported by their
parents/caregivers. If they were not predominantly supported by their
parents/caregivers, participants reported only their own income (and a partner’s income,
if applicable) as household income.
Procedures and Measures
Students signed up for the study online and were able to complete the survey at
their leisure. Measures were completed in the order of questionnaires detailed in this
section. The 26-item Self-Compassion Scale (SCS) was used to measure selfcompassion. The shortened 6-item State—Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI-6) was used to
measures state stress. The 23-item Perceived Stress Reactivity Scale (PSRS) was
used to measure stress reactivity.
Self-Compassion Scale
The Self-Compassion Scale (SCS) is the most widely used self-report measure
of self-compassion. It consists of 26 questions aimed at assessing three distinct
opposing pairs of constructs (i.e., six separate subscales) that make up selfcompassion: self-kindness vs. self-judgment, common humanity vs. isolation, and
mindfulness vs. over-identification. Self-compassion in this study will be measured with
a composite score of the positive subscales (i.e., self-kindness, common humanity, and
mindfulness). Examples of items from the positive subscales include “I try to be loving
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towards myself when I’m feeling emotional pain” and “When something upsets me I try
to keep my emotions in balance”. All questions are answered on a 6-point Likert scale
from 1 (almost never) to 6 (almost always).
The possible range for the composite score comprised of the positive subscales
is 13 to 65, with higher values indicating greater self-compassion. The SCS
demonstrated convergent validity with other self-related measures and was significantly
correlated with measures of self-esteem (r = 0.59), self-acceptance (r = 0.62), and selfdetermination (r = 0.43), and self-criticism (Neff, 2003b). The SCS also demonstrated
good internal consistency (α = 0.92) and test-retest reliability (r = 0.93) in the original
psychometric study (Neff, 2003b). Cronbach’s alpha for the current study was 0.88.
Shortened State—Trait Anxiety Inventory
The STAI is a widely used and validated measure that is sensitive to changes in
stress. The original STAI consists of both a state and a trait questionnaire. Marteau and
Bekker (1992) created a shortened version of the state questionnaire portion that
includes six questions (STAI-6). Example items from the STAI-6 include “I feel calm”
and “I am tense”. Participants are asked to rate how they feel “right now, in this
moment” for each of the statements. Each item is scored on a 4-point Likert scale from
1 (not at all) to 4 (very much so). The possible range for the total state stress score is
from 6 to 24, with higher values indicating greater state stress. The STAI-6
demonstrated convergent validity with the original 20-item scale. Paired t-tests between
the full-scale scores and prorated STAI-6 scores demonstrated no statistically
significant differences (Marteau & Bekker, 1992). The STAI-6 also demonstrated good
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internal consistency in the original study (α = 0.82; Marteau & Bekker, 1992).
Cronbach’s alpha for the current study was similar (α = 0.83).
Perceived Stress Reactivity Scale
Stress reactivity was measured with the 23-item Perceived Stress Reactivity
Scale (PSRS). The PSRS asks about participants reactions to situations that they may
have experienced in the past month. Each question has three answers that indicate
varying magnitudes of stress reactivity. For example, one question says: “When I make
a mistake…” and offers the following options as answers: “In general, I remain
confident”, “I sometimes feel unsure about my abilities”, or “I often have doubts about
my abilities.” These answers are scored from 0 to 2, with 0 being less reactive and 2
being more reactive. Items on this scale are summed to create a total stress reactivity
score and each of the five subscale scores. The possible range for the total stress
reactivity score is 0 to 46, with higher values indicating greater stress reactivity.
Schlotz et al. (2011) defined each subscale as follows: Reactivity to Work
Overload refers to feeling nervous, agitated, irritated in response to high workload;
Reactivity to Social Conflict refers to feeling affected, annoyed, upset in response to
social conflict, criticism, rejection; Reactivity to Social Evaluation refers to feeling
nervous, losing self-confidence in response to social evaluation; Reactivity to Failure
refers to feeling annoyed, disappointed, and down in response to failure; and Prolonged
Reactivity refers to difficulty relaxing/unwinding after high workload.
The PSRS demonstrated convergent validity with state stress (r = 0.62) and
neuroticism (r = 0.71) and discriminant validity with other personality constructs such as
openness (r = -0.18) and agreeableness (r = -0.18). Cronbach’s alpha and test-retest
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reliability for the full-scale score in the original U.S. sample were good (α = 0.87, r =
0.85). Cronbach’s alpha for subscales in the original study were 0.62 for Prolonged
Reactivity, 0.65 for Reactivity to Failure, 0.71 for Reactivity to Social Conflict, 0.77 for
Reactivity to Work Overload, and 0.63 for Reactivity to Social Evaluation (Schlotz et al.,
2011). Cronbach’s alpha for the total stress reactivity score in the current study was
0.83. Cronbach’s alphas for the subscales in the current study were as follows: 0.59 for
Prolonged Reactivity, 0.77 for Reactivity to Work Overload, 0.64 for reactivity to Failure,
0.66 for Reactivity to Social Conflict, and 0.63 for Reactivity to Social Evaluation.
Data Analysis
Descriptive statistics were conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics Version 26 (IBM
Corp., 2019), and all other analyses were conducted in R version 3.6.2 (R Core Team,
2019). Multiple regression analyses were conducted with total stress reactivity as the
outcome variable and gender, state stress, and self-compassion as predictor variables
(Aim 1). Gender was dummy coded (0 = women, 1 = men), and it was included because
Schlotz et al. (2011) found that women consistently endorsed greater levels of stress
reactivity on the PSRS. Self-compassion was examined as a moderator between state
stress and stress reactivity by including the interaction term comprised of state stress
and self-compassion into the aforementioned regression model (Aim 2). Post-hoc
analyses were conducted to examine the relations between self-compassion and the
PSRS subscales to further understand how self-compassion and stress reactivity are
related (Aim 3).
Data Preparation
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Predictor variables (i.e., state stress and self-compassion) were plotted against
the dependent variable (i.e., stress reactivity) to ensure variables were linearly related.
Residuals were visually assessed for normality via histograms and plotted against
predicted values to check for heteroscedasticity. Bivariate correlations between study
variables were calculated to determine associations between variables and to
investigate potential collinearity between the predictor variables. Correlations between
the outcome variable (i.e., stress reactivity) and potential covariates (i.e., age,
household income, number of ACEs) were also conducted with the plan to control for
any significant associations in the subsequent regression analyses.
Multiple Regression and Moderation Analyses
Gender and state stress were added as the first step in the multiple regression
analysis, and self-compassion was added as second step. Changes in R2 were
evaluated to understand the magnitude and statistical significance of accounted
variance for by self-compassion. The moderation analysis was conducted by adding an
interaction term comprised of state stress and self-compassion to the final model to
evaluate whether it significantly explained additional variance in the model.
Post-Hoc Analyses
Post-hoc multiple regression analyses were conducted with each PSRS subscale
as the dependent outcome variable. Variance accounted for across models were
compared to assess whether self-compassion is more associated with certain types of
stress reactivity than others. Post-hoc moderation analyses were conducted with each
PSRS subscale to examine whether self-compassion moderates the relation between
state stress and specific subscales. The plan was only to conduct these analyses if the
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main analysis with total stress reactivity was statistically significant. Thus, a correction
for family-wise error was not applied to these analyses because they are exploratory in
nature and are meant to further determine how self-compassion and stress reactivity
are related.

Results
All variables appeared to be linearly related. Scatter plots demonstrating linear
relations between variables are depicted in Figure 1. Residuals were normally
distributed, and plots of residuals against predicted values demonstrated
homoscedasticity. Pearson correlations between self-compassion and total stress
reactivity (r = -0.37, p < 0.01), self-compassion and stress reactivity subscales, except
for Reactivity to Social Conflict were statistically significant (r range = -0.25 to -0.37, ps
< 0.01). Self-compassion was also significantly associated with state stress (r = -0.32, p
< 0.01). State stress was significantly associated with total stress reactivity (r = 0.46, p <
0.01), along with all PSRS subscales (r range = 0.21 to 0.43, ps < 0.05). None of the
potential covariates (i.e., age, household income, or number of ACEs) were significantly
associated with stress reactivity, and thus, were left out of the regression models.
Bivariate correlations between study variables are displayed in Table 3.
Multiple Regression and Moderation
Multiple regression analyses were conducted in several steps with total stress
reactivity as the outcome variable. Results of each step are presented in Table 4.
Gender and state stress were entered as a predictor in Step 1, and gender, state stress,
and self-compassion were entered in Step 2. The final model was significant and
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accounted for over 40% of the variance in total stress reactivity (R2 = 0.407, F(3, 141) =
32.24, p < 0.001). Gender (b = -5.36, t = -5.68, p < 0.001) and state stress (b = 0.56, t =
4.47 p < 0.001) significantly predicted total stress reactivity. Self-compassion explained
a significant amount of variance in the final model beyond gender and state stress (ΔR2
= 0.096, b = -0.77, t = -4.78, p < 0.001).
To test whether self-compassion moderated the relation between state stress
and stress reactivity, a self-compassion/state stress interaction term was added to the
model in Step 3 (see Table 4). The interaction term was marginally statistically
significant (ΔR2 = 0.015, b = 0.07, t = 1.90, p = 0.059).
Post-Hoc Analyses
Since self-compassion accounted for significant variance in total stress reactivity,
planned post-hoc analyses examining self-compassion as a predictor variable for each
of the stress reactivity subscales were conducted. Self-compassion emerged as a
statistically significant predictor for each subscale (ps < 0.05), except for Reactivity to
Social Conflict. When self-compassion was added, change in variance accounted for
was greatest for Reactivity to Social Evaluation (ΔR2 = 0.12, b = -0.30, t = -5.08, p <
0.001), followed by Reactivity to Failure (ΔR2 = 0.046, b = -0.11, t = -2.72, p = 0.007),
Reactivity to Work Overload (ΔR2 = 0.029, b = -0.14, t = -2.30, p = 0.02), Prolonged
Reactivity (ΔR2 = 0.027, b = -0.10, t = -2.25, p = 0.03), and Reactivity to Social Conflict
(ΔR2 = 0.020, b = -0.11, t = -1.85, p = 0.07). Gender was a statistically significant
predictor variable (p < 0.05) for all subscales except for Reactivity to Failure, so it was
removed only from the final model for Reactivity to Failure.
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For post-hoc moderation analyses, a self-compassion/state stress interaction
term was added to the model for each subscale. The moderation analysis was
statistically significant for only the Reactivity to Social Evaluation subscale (ΔR2 = 0.022,
b = 0.03, t = 2.12, p = 0.036). Participants with self-compassion scores in the upper and
lower 25% of the sample were selected. State stress and Reactivity to Social Evaluation
scores were graphed for each of these groups to visually examine the moderation
effect. This graph is displayed in Figure 2. Visual interpretation of this graph indicates
that self-compassion may buffer against Reactivity to Social evaluation at relatively
lower levels of state stress.
To further understand whether the moderation effect may have been due to other
factors, demographic characteristics of participants with self-compassion scores in the
upper and lower 25% were compared. Chi-squared tests and independent samples ttests revealed that participants between groups were not statistically significantly
different in terms of gender, race/ethnicity, age, year in school, or number of ACEs (ps <
0.05).

Discussion
This study demonstrated that self-compassion significantly accounted for
variance in a regression model with total stress reactivity as the dependent variable,
even when controlling for gender and state stress levels. Self-compassion was only
marginally significant as a moderator of the relation between current stress and total
stress reactivity. This was the first study to demonstrate these findings with a crosssectional measure of stress reactivity.
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These data indicate that self-compassion may be an important coping factor for
stressful situations, and should be tested in future experimental studies. Although the
moderation analysis was only marginally significant, this could be due to the fact that
the total stress reactivity score is an amalgamation of many different types of stress
reactivity. Self-compassion may be more protective against certain types of reactivity
and not others, which seems to be corroborated by the additional analyses.
Post-hoc analyses provided further information about the relationship between
self-compassion and stress reactivity. Self-compassion had the strongest correlation
and predictive association with Reactivity to Social Evaluation compared to all other
subscales. These results corroborate previous study findings demonstrating that higher
levels of self-compassion are associated with less physiological stress reactivity to the
most widely implemented laboratory task for social-evaluative stress, the TSST (Breines
et al., 2015; Luo et al., 2018). Further, the post-hoc moderation analysis examining
whether self-compassion moderated the link between state stress and stress reactivity
was also significant for the Reactivity to Social Evaluation subscale, and not for any
other subscales.
To further understand this moderation effect, participants with the highest and
lowest self-compassion scores were divided, and the relation between state stress and
Reactivity to Social Evaluation were plotted (see Figure 2). Results indicate that at
relatively low levels of state stress, those with higher self-compassion have lower levels
of Reactivity to Social Evaluation. Said differently, when participants endorsed lower
levels of state stress, those with higher self-compassion were buffered against
excessive social-evaluative stress reactivity. When participants were under higher levels
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of state stress, even higher levels of self-compassion were not adequate to buffer
against high levels of social-evaluative stress reactivity. These findings are consistent
with Lazarus' (1966) conceptualization of stress as demands versus resources. When
state stress demands are relatively low, self-compassion seems to be able to buffer
against strong stress reactions (i.e., stress reactivity). However, when state stress
demands are relatively high, these demands outweigh the coping resources that may be
provided by self-compassion, and participants exhibit stronger stress responses
regardless of their self-compassion levels.
These findings related to Reactivity to Social Evaluation may indicate that selfcompassion could be a more potent coping skill when it comes to stressful situations
that include a social-evaluative component (e.g., school presentations, job interviews)
than stressful situations that do not have a social-evaluative component (e.g., having
too much work to do). The Reactivity to Social Evaluation subscale asks participants
how they react to being criticized by others, having to speak in public, and how they feel
when they make a mistake (Schlotz et al., 2011). Self-compassion may be particularly
buffering against social-evaluative stress reactivity because the self-kindness and
nonjudgement toward oneself may temper social identity threat (Steele et al., 2002), in
which one may feel that their identity is devalued. The fact that self-compassion is more
strongly associated with social-evaluative stress reactivity has many practical
implications, as social evaluation plays a large role throughout academic and career
trajectories. Based on these results, it may be important for future research to examine
whether self-compassion may promote resiliency to academic and job stress by
buffering against stress reactivity in social-evaluative situations.
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Limitations
This study has several limitations. Firstly, this was a well-educated, upper
middle-class sample of participants; all participants were recruited from a university
setting and nearly half of the sample (n = 69) reported a household income of over
$100,000 (see Table 2). The results from this study may not necessarily generalize to
less educated and lower socioeconomic populations; further research with participants
from diverse educational and financial backgrounds is necessary to determine
generalizability. This is particularly important when examining stress reactivity, as there
is evidence that stress reactivity may be altered in populations from disadvantaged
background (e.g., those with higher ACEs, higher poverty; Fearon et al., 2017). Further,
participants who were removed from analyses due to answering attention check
questions incorrectly were overrepresented by Asian students, which may indicate
some sample bias in this study.
Another limitation is the cross-sectional nature of this study. Cross-sectional
studies make it impossible to determine causality; namely, whether higher selfcompassion leads to lower stress reactivity or lower stress reactivity leads to higher selfcompassion. Experimental intervention studies manipulating self-compassion and
measuring stress reactivity pre- to post-intervention are needed to clarify the causal
direction.
There were also some limitations related to the measures in this study. The selfreport measure of stress reactivity does have some strengths; in particular, it reduces
the time- and resource-intensiveness of typical stress reactivity studies that implement
stress induction protocols. However, measuring self-reported stress reactivity comes
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with its own limitations. This method relies on participants to report on their stress
reactivity to situations within the past month, rather than assessing reactivity through
more objective measures (e.g., heart rate, cortisol). Future research should incorporate
both self-report and physiological measures to establish consistency across measures.
This would provide more confidence in self-report measures of stress reactivity.
Importantly, this has been done in one study thus far, but the sample was limited to men
only (Schlotz, Hammerfald, et al., 2011). Thus, there is a need for more studies to
establish consistency across cross-sectional self-report measures like the PSRS and
physiological measures.
The way in which state stress is measured may also be considered a limitation.
State stress was measured with the STAI-6 (Marteau & Bekker, 1992), which asks
participants how they felt in the moment they were filling out the study questionnaire.
This may be an overly narrow time window that could introduce a level of imprecision to
the measurement of state stress. Future research should consider implementing a more
general state stress scale that measures a broader time period, such as the pastmonth’s state stress (e.g., the Perceived Stress Scale; Cohen et al., 1983). However,
research demonstrates that in-the-moment and past-month state stress are strongly
correlated (r = 0.60; Lee, 2012), a fact which mitigates this limitation.
An additional limitation related to the self-report measures is with the measure for
self-compassion (i.e., the Self-Compassion Scale; Neff 2003b). Research has
demonstrated issues with this scale in that it may overlap with different constructs. This
issue was corrected for by creating a composite of only the positive subscales of the
SCS as recommended by numerous researchers (Pfattheicher et al., 2017; Muris &
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Petrocchi, 2017). However, the scale was not originally developed for this purpose.
Recently, a different self-compassion scale was developed and psychometrically
validated based on solid theoretical underpinnings of the construct of self-compassion
(Gu et al., 2020), and may be a better option for future studies to implement.
Another limitation of this study is the lack of consideration for confounding
variables. While the analyses in this investigation examined whether age, history of
ACEs, or income were associated with study variables, and controlled for gender and
state levels of stress, other variables may also be important to control for (e.g.,
personality traits like neuroticism).

Conclusion
Trait self-compassion significantly accounted for variance in all types of selfreported stress reactivity. It also moderated the relation between state stress levels and
Reactivity to Social Evaluation. This indicates that self-compassion may be a possible
stress-buffering factor for social-evaluative stress. These results warrant future
intervention research in self-compassion to experimentally examine whether training
self-compassion is able to reduce stress reactivity levels.
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Tables and Figures
Table 1. Effects of trait self-compassion on stress reactivity
Study

Participants

Stress Reactivity
Measures

Outcomes (↑ significantly higher; ↓ significantly lower; ↔ no significant
differences)

Bluth et al.,
(2016)

Adolescents
N = 28

Psychophysiology
Cortisol
HR
SBP
DBP
HRV

Stress reactivity measured via all variables demonstrated ↔ based on levels of
self-compassion

Breines et
al., (2015)

Young adults
N = 33

Self-report
STAI
Psychophysiology
sAA

sAA reactivity was ↓ in participants with higher self-compassion for both initial
exposure to TSST and repeated exposure the next day

Self-report
None
Breines et
al., (2014)

Young adults
N = 41

Psychophysiology
IL-6
Self-report
None

IL-6 reactivity was ↓ in participants with higher self-compassion for initial
exposure to TSST
IL-6 reactivity demonstrated ↔ between high and low self-compassion groups to
second TSST exposure on Day 2
Note: Although self-compassion did not predict lower levels of IL-6 reactivity on
Day 2, the starting baseline level of IL-6 on Day 2 was ↓ for the higher selfcompassion group
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Ewert et al.,
(2018)

Luo et al.,
(2018)

Young adults
N = 105

Psychophysiology
None

Healthy male
Asians
N = 34

Self-report
VAS for perceived
stress
Psychophysiology
HR
vmHRV
Self-report
None

Self-reported stress reactivity was ↓ in participants with higher self-compassion

Heart rate reactivity demonstrated ↔ between the high self-compassion group
and the low self-compassion group
Stress reactivity measured via vmHRV was ↓ in participants with higher selfcompassion
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Table 2. Sample characteristics
Variable
Sample Size
Gender
Women
Men
Race/Ethnicity
American Indian or Alaska Native
Asian
Black or African American
Hispanic/Latino
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
White
Multiracial
Year in School
1
2
3
4
5+
Income
Under $20,000
$20,000 – $34,999
$35,000 – $49,999
$50,000 – $74,999
$75,000 – $99,999
Over $100,000
Number of ACEs
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7+

N
145

%
100

87
58

60.0
40.0

5
28
9
14
3
83
3

3.4
19.3
6.2
9.7
2.1
57.2
2.1

95
31
13
5
1

65.5
21.4
9.0
3.4
0.7

7
5
12
21
31
69

4.8
3.4
8.3
14.5
21.4
47.6

35
42
24
11
8
12
4
9

24.1
29.0
16.6
7.6
5.5
8.3
2.8
6.2
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Table 3. Bivariate correlations and descriptive statistics for study variables
State
Total
Age
Income ACEs
SC
PrR
Stress
SR
Age
Income
0.07
-

RWO

RSC

RFa

RSE

ACEs
SC
State Stress

0.06
-0.07
0.23*

-0.15
-0.03
-0.002

-0.11
0.14

-.32*

-

Total SR
PrR

0.02
0.06

-0.12
-0.14

0.10
0.06

-.37*
-.26*

.46*
.43*

.64*

-

RWO
RSC
RFa

-0.02
-0.004
0.09

0.02
-0.12
0.09

0.15
-0.12
-0.08

-.25*
-.13
-.29*

.41*
.21*
.27*

.76*
.71*
.56*

.37*
.21*
.41*

.45*
.25*

.31*

-

RSE

-0.01
19.4

-0.11
4.9

-0.11
2.17

-.37*

.29*

.73*

.34*

.41*

.41*

.22*

-

13.1

12.0

21.5

3.4

4.4

5.2

4.1

4.4

Mean

0.98
1.4
2.31
SD
3.0
3.85
6.9
1.8
2.3
2.1
1.4
2.3
ACEs = Adverse Childhood Experiences; SCS = Self-Compassion; Mind = Mindfulness; Total SR = Total Stress
Reactivity; PrR = Prolonged Reactivity; RWO = Reactivity to Work Overload; RSC = Reactivity to Social Conflict; RFa
= Reactivity to Failure; RSE = Reactivity to Social Evaluation
Income was coded such that: 0 = Under $20,000; 1 = $20,000 – $34,999; 2 = $35,000 – $49,999; 3 = $50,000 –
$74,999; 4 = $75,000 – $99,999; 5 = Over $100,000

a

*indicates p < 0.05
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Table 4. Multiple regression results with total stress reactivity as the outcome variable
Steps
1

2

3

Predictor

b

b
95% CI
[LL, UL]

(Intercept)
Gender
State Stress

14.02*
-4.40*
0.77*

[10.68, 17.35]
[-6.36, -2.44]
[0.52, 1.02]

(Intercept)
Gender
State Stress
Self-Compassion

27.02*
-5.36*
0.56*
-0.77*

[20.82, 33.23]
[-7.23, -3.49]
[0.31, 0.81]
[-1.09, -0.45]

(Intercept)
Gender
State Stress
Self-Compassion
SC*State Stress

37.97*
-5.53*
-0.34
-1.61*
0.07

[25.03, 51.91]
[-7.39, -3.67]
[-1.31, 0.63]
[-2.53, -0.68]
[-0.00, 0.15]

Fit

Difference

R2 = .311*

R2 = .407*

ΔR2 = .096*
95% CI [.02, .17]

R2 = .422*

ΔR2 = .015
95% CI [-0.02, 0.05]

Note. SC = Self-Compassion; b represents unstandardized regression weights. LL and UL indicate the lower and upper limits of a
confidence interval, respectively. * indicates p < .05
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A

B

C

Figure 1. Linear relations between total stress reactivity and state stress (A), total
stress reactivity and self-compassion (B), and state stress and self-compassion (C).
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Figure 2. Moderation effect of self-compassion on the relation between state stress and
Reactivity to Social Evaluation.
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